Generator, Collector or Buyer (aka the exporter) decides to export SLABs for recycling.

Exporter prepares export notice (see subpart E SLAB notice checklist).

Exporter submits notice to EPA at least 60 days before first shipment is scheduled to Commence.

EPA (in conjunction with State Department when appropriate) forwards the notice to the Country of Import and any listed Countries of Transit (if shipment crosses or stops at port in other countries).

Country of Import and any Countries of Transit may either consent or object.

EPA sends exporter an Acknowledgement of Consent if consent is given by the Country of Import and export may commence. If Country of Import objects, EPA sends exporter a notice of Objection and SLAB shipments may not commence until objection is Removed. If Country of Transit objects, EPA will inform exporter and shipment must not cross or stop at that country.

Exporter attaches a copy of Acknowledgement of Consent to each SLAB Shipment.

Foreign facility receives SLAB shipment.

Foreign facility sends confirmation to the exporter that the SLAB shipment was received.

Exporter files annual report with EPA by March 1.